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Plan for Part 1

1. What is low-resource NLP?
2. Why low-resource NLP is hard?
3. Why care about low-resource languages?
4. Why standard techniques used in NLP cannot simply be applied to

low-resource languages?
5. Approaches to low-resource NLP
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What does an NLP system need to “know”?

Language consists of many levels of structure

Humans fluently integrate all of these in producing/understanding
language

Ideally, so would a computer!
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Sounds

Th     i    a   si        e   n  SOUNDS
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Words

This   is   a   simple   sentenceWORDS

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Morphology

This   is   a   simple   sentence
be
3sg

present

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Parts of Speech

This   is   a   simple   sentence
be
3sg

present

DT VBZ DT JJ NNPART OF SPEECH

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Syntax

This   is   a   simple   sentence
be
3sg

present

DT VBZ DT JJ NN

NP

VP

S

NP

SYNTAX

PART OF SPEECH

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Semantics

This   is   a   simple   sentence
be
3sg

present

SIMPLE1
having
few 

parts

SENTENCE1
string of words
satisfying the

grammatical rules
of a language

DT VBZ DT JJ NN

NP

VP

S

NP

SYNTAX

PART OF SPEECH

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY

SEMANTICS

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Discourse

This   is   a   simple   sentence

But   it   is   an   instructive one.

be
3sg

present

SIMPLE1
having
few 

parts

SENTENCE1
string of words
satisfying the

grammatical rules
of a language

DT VBZ DT JJ NN

NP

VP

S

NP

SYNTAX

PART OF SPEECH

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY

SEMANTICS

DISCOURSE

CONTRAST

Example from Nathan Schneider
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Natural Language Processing Tasks

Core technologies
Language modelling
Part-of-speech tagging
Syntactic parsing
Named-entity recognition
Coreference resolution
Word sense disambiguation
Semantic Role Labelling
. . .

Applications

Machine Translation
Information Retrieval
Question Answering
Dialogue Systems
Information Extraction
Summarization
Sentiment Analysis
. . .
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Why NLP is hard?

1. Ambiguily at many levels:
I Word senses: bank (finance or river?)
I Part of speech: chair (noun or verb?)
I Syntactic structure: I saw a man with a telescope
I Quantifier scope: Every child loves some movie
I Multiple: I saw her duck

⇒ NLP algorithms model ambiguity, and choose the correct analysis
in context

2. Linguistic diversity
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Linguistic Diversity: 6-7K World Languages
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Linguistic Diversity: Words

This   is   a   simple   sentenceWORDS

这是一个简单的句子

זה   משפט   פשוט
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Linguistic Diversity: Hebrew Words

in teaבתה
her daughter

● most of the vowels unspecified
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Linguistic Diversity: Words

בתה
בהתה
שבתה

שבהתה
ושבהתה

in tea 
in the tea 
that in tea
that in the tea
and that in the tea

● most of the vowels unspecified
● particles, prepositions, the definite article, 

conjunctions attach to the words which follow them
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Linguistic Diversity: Words

ושבתה

ו+שבת+ה
ו+ש+ב+תה
ו+ש+בת+ה

and her saturday
and that in tea
and that her daughter

● most of the vowels unspecified
● particles, prepositions, the definite article, 

conjunctions attach to the words which follow them
● tokenization is highly ambiguous
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Linguistic Diversity:Morphology

This   is   a   simple   sentence
be
3sg

present

WORDS

MORPHOLOGY
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Linguistic Diversity: Quechua Morphology

Much’ananayakapushasqakupuniñataqsunamá

Much’a -na -naya -ka -pu -sha -sqa -ku -puni -ña -taq -suna -má
  
“So they really always have been kissing each other then”

Much’a  to kiss  
-na     expresses obligation, lost in translation  
-naya   expresses desire  
-ka     diminutive  
-pu     reflexive (kiss *eachother*)  
-sha    progressive (kiss*ing*)  
-sqa    declaring something the speaker has not personally witnessed  
-ku     3rd person plural (they kiss)  
-puni   definitive (really*)  
-ña     always  
-taq    statement of contrast (...then)  
-suna   expressing uncertainty (So...)  
-má     expressing that the speaker is surprised
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Linguistic Diversity: Russian Morphology

Singular+neut Plural+neut

Nominative предложение предложения sentence (s)

Genitive предложения предложений (of) sentence (s)

Dative предложению предложениям (to) sentence (s)

Accusative предложение предложения sentence (s)

Instrumental предложением предложениями (by) sentence (s)

Prepositional предложении предложениях (in/at) sentence (s)
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Linguistic Diversity: Parts of Speech

can

DT

AUX

VB

NN банка

мочь/консервировать

_

the cat

 a   cat
DT кот

NN

NN

NN
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Linguistic Diversity: Japanese Syntax

かれ は  おんがく  を  きく  の が  だいすき  です
kare ha ongaku     wo  kiku  no ga daisuki      desuhe adores listening to music

he adores listening to music

SVO SOV

(Yamada & Knight ‘02)
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Linguistic Diversity: Semantics
Every language describes the world in a different way,
for example, it depends on culture or historical conditions.

Russian has relatively few names for colors; Japanese has hundreds

Multiword expressions, e.g. it’s raining cats and dogs or wake up and
metaphors, e.g. Love is a journey are very different across languages

Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis:
the language we speak both affects and reflects our view of the world
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Linguistic Diversity: Language Families

www.ethnologue.com

1. Niger–Congo (1,538 languages) (20.6%)
2. Austronesian (1,257 languages) (16.8%)
3. Trans–New Guinea (480 languages) (6.4%)
4. Sino-Tibetan (457 languages) (6.1%)
5. Indo-European (444 languages) (5.9%)
6. Australian (378 languages) (5.1%)
7. Afro-Asiatic (375 languages) (5.0%)
8. Nilo-Saharan (205 languages) (2.7%)
9. Oto-Manguean (177 languages) (2.4%)
10. Austroasiatic (169 languages) (2.3%)
11. Volta Congo (108 languages) (1.5%)
12. Tai–Kadai (95 languages) (1.3%)
13. Dravidian (85 languages) (1.1%)
14. Tupian (76 languages) (1.0%)
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Why NLP is hard?

1. Ambiguily at many levels:
I Word senses: bank (finance or river?)
I Part of speech: blue (noun or verb?)
I Syntactic structure: I saw a man with a telescope
I Quantifier scope: Every child loves some movie
I Multiple: I saw her duck

⇒ NLP algorithms model ambiguity, and choose the correct analysis
in context

2. Linguistic diversity
I 6–7K languages in the world, > 14 language families
I Languages diverge across all levels of linguistic structure

⇒ no generic solution for a particular NLP task
I Most of the languages do not have sufficient resources

to build statistical NLP models
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Low-resource languages – languages lacking large monolingual or parallel
corpora and/or manually crafted linguistic resources sufficient for building
statistical NLP applications
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What NLP Technologies are Resource-Rich?

NLP Technologies/Applications 

6K World Languages

Lemmatization

POS tagging

Parsing

NER

Coref 

SRL

...

Summarization

QA 

Dialogue

MT

ASR

English

Chinese

Arabic

French

Spanish

Portuguese

Russian
... ...

Some European 
Languages

UN 
Languages

Czech
Hindi

Hebrew

Medium-Resourced 
Languages 
(dozens)

...

Resource-Poor
Languages 

(thousands)
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Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

Parallel corpus

Resource-rich: millions of parallel sentences

Resource-poor: few thousands of parallel sentences
28



Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

English → French

French → English
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Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

English → Swahili

Swahili → English
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Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

English → Hindi → English

English → Telugu → English

English → Uzbek → English
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Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

English → Swahili

Swahili → English
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Performance of Resource-Rich vs. Resource-Poor NLP
Machine Translation

About 100 out of 6K languages
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Low-Resource NLP is Not Only About Multilinguality

NLP Technologies/Applications 

6K World Languages

Lemmatization

POS tagging

Parsing

NER

Coref 

SRL

...

Summarization

QA 

Dialogue

MT

ASR

English

Chinese

Arabic

French

Spanish

Portuguese

Russian
... ...

Some European 
Languages

UN 
Languages

Czech
Hindi

Hebrew

Medium-Resourced 
Languages 
(dozens)

...

Resource-Poor
Languages 

(thousands)

Data Domains

Bible
Parliamentary proceedings

Newswire
Wikipedia

Novels

Twitter
TED talks

Telephone 
conversations

...
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Low-Resource NLP is Not Only About Multilinguality

Parsing models trained using WSJ treebanks do not work for spoken
language domain

Spoken language is riddled with verbal disfluencies that interrupt the
flow of speech, including long pauses, repeated words or phrases,
restarts, and revisions of content:

Um, the black the black cat ch- chased the dogs.
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Low-Resource NLP is Not Only About Multilinguality
Twitter processing is hard
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Low-Resource NLP is Not Only About Multilinguality
Much of the world knowledge is not in text, corpora contain what
people said, but not what they meant, or how they understood things,
or what they did in response to the language

This is milk

?

<
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Plan for Part 1

X What is low-resource NLP?
X Why low-resource NLP is hard?

Why care about low-resource languages?
Why standard techniques used in NLP cannot simply be applied to
low-resource languages?
Approaches to low-resource NLP
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?

1. Commercial value
2. Social-good reasons
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
Commercial value
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
Africa
Africa is a continent with a very high linguistic diversity:
there are an estimated 1.5-2K African languages from 6 language families.

1.2 billion people
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
India
There are about 460 languages in India.

1.3 billion people
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
Social good reasons

Translation systems
Speech interfaces
Dialogue systems
Educational applications
Emergency response applications
Monitoring democratic processes
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
Social good reasons: Emergency response

About 3 million people were affected by the quake

* Slide by Rob Munro http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs124
44
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Why Care About Low-Resource NLP?
Social good reasons: Identifying outbreaks of diseases
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Plan for Part 1

X What is low-resource NLP?
X Why low-resource NLP is hard?
X Why care about low-resource languages?

Why standard techniques used in NLP cannot simply be applied to
low-resource languages?
Approaches to low-resource NLP
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Paradigm Shifts in NLP

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f~ 90s

Logic-based/Rule-based NLP Statistical NLP

Rule-based models: high precision but very low recall
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Paradigm Shifts in NLP

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f<
Statistical NLP

* In resource-rich settings

Logic-based/Rule-based NLP

Statistical models: robust in the face of real-world data
Better performance
Less engineering of hand-crafted rules/knowledge
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Paradigm Shifts in NLP

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

a b c </s> x y z

</s>x y z

Statistical NLP Statistical Neural NLP

~mid  2010s
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Paradigm Shifts in NLP

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

a b c </s> x y z

</s>x y z

Statistical NLP Statistical Neural NLP

* In resource-rich settings

<

Robustness in the face of real-world data
Better performance
Less engineering of hand-crafted rules/knowledge
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Price $$$

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

Statistical NLP

увидел кошку ||| saw cat*

Russian is missing 
definiteness articles!

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f
saw a cat ||| увидел кошка*

English is 
morphologically-poor!

But statistical models perform poorly in low-resource settings
Models learn also linguistically-implausible generalizations
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Hybrid Statistical NLP Models

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

Statistical NLP

увидел кошку ||| saw cat
увидел кошку ||| saw a cat
увидел кошку ||| saw the cat

Fix the problem
by integrating 

auxiliary knowledge 

To train high-quality models we need large amounts of training data
We can partially compensate data scarcity with more sophisticated
models that combine statistical learning with linguistic knowledge
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Building Blocks in Conventional Statistical NLP Models
Words, phrases ⇒ easier analysis, easier adaptation

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

a b c </s> x y z

</s>x y z

Statistical NLP Statistical Neural NLP

vs.увидел кошку ||| saw cat
увидел кошку ||| saw a cat
увидел кошку ||| saw the cat

Fix the problem
by integrating 

auxiliary knowledge 
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Building Blocks in Neural NLP Models
Vectors, matrices ⇒ not clear yet how to interpret

e
source 
phrase

target 
phrase

translation 
features

Translation Model

f

Language Model

e f

Reranking Model

feature 
weights

fe f

a b c </s> x y z

</s>x y z

Statistical NLP Statistical Neural NLP

vs. 0.03 0.5 -0.87 0.22 0.0001
0.8 -0.21 0.0034 0.03 0.5 
-0.87 0.22 0.00010.8 -0.21 
0.0034 0.6 0.56 0.000002

?????????????

How to interpret continuous representations?
How to integrate auxiliary knowledge into neural network
architectures?
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Why standard techniques used in NLP cannot simply be
applied to low-resource languages?

State-of-the-art NLP models require large amounts of training data
and/or sophisticated language-specific engineering
Large amounts of training data are unavailable for most languages

I an extreme case is languages that don’t have a written form, e.g.
Shanghainese spoken by 14 million people

I or languages that just don’t have online presence, e.g. Chichewa, a
Bantu language spoken by 12 million people

Language-specific engineering is expensive, requires linguistically
trained speakers of the language
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Plan for Part 1

X What is low-resource NLP?
X Why low-resource NLP is hard?
X Why standard techniques used in NLP cannot simply be applied to

low-resource languages?
X Why care about low-resource languages?

Approaches to low-resource NLP
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Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised feature induction: Brown clustering, Word vectors
Unsupervised POS tagging
Unsupervised dependency parsing
. . .
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Transfer Learning or “Zero-Shot” Learning

…EN RU HE SW YO

Cross-lingual transfer learning – transfer of resources and models from
resource-rich source to resource-poor target languages

I Transfer of annotations (e.g., POS tags, syntactic or semantic features)
via cross-lingual bridges (e.g., word or phrase alignments)

I Transfer of models – train a model in a resource-rich language and
apply it in a resource-poor language

Zero-shot learning – train a model in one domains and assume it
generalizes more or less out-of-the-box in a low-resource domain
One-shot learning – train a model in one domain and use only few
examples from a low-resource domain to adapt it
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Joint Multilingual or “Polyglot” Learning

…

Joint resource-rich and resource-poor learning using a
language-universal representation.

I Convert data in all languages to a shared representation (e.g., phones
or multilingual word vectors)

I Train a single model on a mix of datasets in all languages, to enable
parameter sharing where possible
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Plan for Part 2

Case studies in low-resource NLP:
Cross-lingual bridging via language lexicons
Transfer learning

I Projection of translations
I Projection of syntactic annotations

Polyglot models
I Language modeling
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